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Cheap Embroidery Digitizing Services with High Quality Digitizing only at Omkarpromos.com

Omkar Promos is a leading embroidery digitizing service. The notion that you have to break your
back to get digitizing services is being dispelled. You will only pay $ 1.5 per 1000 stitches on Omkar
Promos. There are several ways to ensure you spend as little as possible while still getting quality
embroidery digitizing services from the company.

You should send the embroidery design you want digitized in a high resolution .jpg picture. You
could do this via mail. Sending a high resolution picture saves you money and time since it means
there will be no back and forth between you and the company as it tries to get the best possible
image to digitize.

Although Omkar Promos is capable of translating even the most complex image into digitized
embroidery, you will save money if you have a simplified image. This is because there will be less
stitches required. If you want cheap embroidery digitizing, give the digitizing company some room
for creativity. Digitizers dislike bothersome clients since they cause massive delays.

You will save money while still getting quality embroidery digitizing services from Omkar Promos if
you stick with the company. Sticking with the company means you are more likely to get discounts
and other incentives. Be on the lookout for such discounts and incentives at all time. Do not shy
away from asking about them and haggling over the charges.

Make your order over the Internet to save money. Hiring digitizing services over the Internet is
advantageous in that you are more likely to get a good price. This is because you do not have to
invest in the digitizing machine, stabilizer, and other equipment and supplies. You will also save
money because you will not have to have an in-house digitizing team. You save money when you
go online since digitizers who have an online presence are under intense competition and they have
to lower their prices to remain competitive. You also save money since you do not have to travel to
the office of the company.

Other than cheap embroidery digitizing, outsourcing the service to an online company has other
benefits. You will get professionalism since the company has a team of experienced and well-
trained digitizers. You get to concentrate on running your business. The process of digitizing can be
time and energy consuming. If you do not want your competitors to know what you are doing, hiring
Omkar Promos will maintain your anonymity. The company caters for clients from all over the world.
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Roxan D'souza is web enthusiast with a passion for blogging about embroidery digitizing Service
and digitizing services. In her free time she enjoys cooking and staying active by running and
playing volleyball. For more Details visit us at http://www.omkarpromos.com/
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